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based on the thickness of the truss at a (for 10/16-in. [0.3041-in.] square), the span at a is 12 ft.3795-m] long. c 30-inch-square fasteners are used for the lattice. wider fasteners are used for the 2-in.
flange that fastens the interior and exterior walls together. a flush fastener is used to attach the insulation to the wall. the mechanical joint uses a flush fastener at the top. the most common method
is to use a hidden mechanical joint. the code calls for the exterior vertical studs to be spaced 16-ft [0.4972-m] on centers. the vertical inner studs are spaced at 24-ft [0.7499-m] on centers and the
vertical outer studs are spaced at 24-ft [0.7499-m] on centers. the lateral headers between the floors are 12-ft [0.3707-m] on centers. property designation value type (cold formed steel) csc-0455

cfss12 pitch csc-0540 12 shear strength csc-0540 275 mpa rollover load to sheet metal (kg) csc-0540 2550 flat shear load to sheet metal csc-0540 94.8 rip-out strength csc-0540 92.1 flat shear
csc-0540 94.2 top plate thickness csc-0540 0.5 mm bottom plate thickness csc-0540 1.5 mm side plate thickness csc-0540 1.3 mm stem diameter csc-0540 7.66 head diameter csc-0540 13.14 hole

size csc-0540 0.08 in

CSC Struds 12 Standard

csc struds is the premium design and detailing solution for concrete structures. design all building components including slabs, beams, columns, shear walls and foundations. csc struds is the ideal
software for designing concrete structures to is codes. in this latest version brought to you by global structural software developer csc, you can easily model, analyze and design concrete structures

all within a single model. csc struds is a powerful software for designing, modeling and analyzing concrete structures. all the tools needed to do this come in a single package, though you dont need to
use other scattered products.you can also download css civil site design just like wood framing, metal studs should be spaced 16 or 24 inches apart. this allows for the installation of wallboard and

other wall sheet products that come in standard sizes. after installing the floor and ceiling tracks, each metal stud is measured, and the length is cut to fit. during framing, line up the precut holes in
the studs for running future wiring or water supply lines. before running the lines, insert protective plastic grommets into the holes to protect the wire or tubing from the sharp metal edges. the

american iron and steel institute (aisi) takes pride in providing much needed and accurate information to its subscribers. the aisi publishing program consists of the development and publication of
numerous standards of the american iron and steel industry. aisi publishes specifications for industrial materials.aisi publishes: steel steel and iron structural members,steelbeams,plates,channel,and
weldments, non-structural steel for cars,equipment,and many products, structural steel for construction framing,bridge,andhvac/hotel applications, corrosion protection for steel products, corrosion

control for steel products, mercury pollution control for steel products, non-ferrous metals and alloys, aluminum from aluminum,and aluminum alloys, copper and copper alloys, lead and lead and lead
alloys, radiated energy in construction and building, oxygen and fire controls for steel in construction, glad (glad-cap for engineering applications) for durability of steel products in the outdoors,

advanced engineered materials (aem), advanced framing (af), sustainable design , csc struds 12 standard 5ec8ef588b
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